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A mysterious new weapon has surfaced, triggering the FATE system for the first time in FPS gameplay. As
players hunt each other around the world in their rocket-powered jet-packs, only one of them will emerge
from the search victorious - all the other participants will be decommissioned. Did you know that every time
a player’s MOD is destroyed, the FATE meter increases by one point? Everyone has a chance at glory, but
will any of them choose to take it? FATE System | New gameplay engine for FPS games NEW: Mod |
MODs become the tools for the players to enhance the weapons and define their own playstyle NEW:
Jetpack | Rocket-propelled jet-packs give players the ability to travel through the environment with complete
freedom NEW: Forfeit | PLAYER ABANDONMENT All players that do not pilot a rocket-powered jet-
pack will be decommissioned and fall to their death; all weapons that player has left will be available for the
other players The game also features a mod system. This allows players to create their own missions and
mods for their friends and the community to try out. Territories | Gunfire and explosions will shatter the
urban environment Missions | Each mission will have its own story elements Modding | A modder’s
paradise New Gameplay Elements | You need to look carefully to see the details in the environment. Unique
weapons will have alternate fire modes that are not used in single player INTRODUCTION 1. Dodge to
avoid weapons fire 2. Gunshots will ruin buildings 3. Shoot from the Jetpacks: You’ll be able to shoot while
airborne 4. Sniper Rifle: Sniper rifles will be aiming at the player’s position 5. Smoke grenades and
Grenades 6. Camouflage Walls 7. Reach out and Touch a wall 8. Platforms and Docks 9. Automated turrets
to fire for you 10. Gunfire 11. Detonators 12. Explosive barrels 13. Hallways with mines 14. Hidden tunnels
NEW: Weapon Modifications | Players will be able to use their own weapons modifications in missions and
in the single player game NEW: In and Outgame | The game is tailored to the experience of both single
player and multi-player NEW: Highlighting screenshots of a cutscene will allow the player to focus on
individual parts of a scene NEW: High
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Features Key:
Full and feature-packed free online 3D adventure game with thousands of possibilities
Infinite worlds to discover
Three different types of enemies
Nine magical weapons to use
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Time-management skills to meet the challenge
Hundreds of different quests
Beautiful buildings
Treasure hunting
Skill in platforming
Unlimited caves to explore
World-wide hosting of the game
High-end graphics
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Free Gaming

Play free online game
Game play in a 3D environment
Immersive story & Arcade
Free online maps for the 3D online game

Infiniball

Solve challenging puzzles
Join an exciting storyline
Go on grand adventures
Explore the world
Be on your way to final victory

Infiniball

Treasure hunting out of the dungeons
Fight with different types of weapons
Explore the entire world
Complete hundreds of quests
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Fight against more monsters
Unlimited amount of dungeons to explore
Battle of the legendary cursed fruit
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